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(continued)
So how do we change a morphic field imprint from within? ...

We center in our hearts and access neutrality. We see all challenges as opportunities,
patterning as placeholders. We curiously explore the placeholders from the field of the
heart. We leverage heart-mind synthesis to develop action plans.

We pay attention to our emotions and discern what is a thought, feeling, or intuitive hit.

And most importantly, we bring our True Authentic Self to work with us, as us, so we can
engage in True Authentic Relating. We can choose to resonate in love and to access
True Authentic Power and Integrity right where we are right now, and things will change.

Each time an individual changes up his or her thoughts and actions from the field of the
heart, there is a morphic unit contribution that is encoded in the fabric of the collective,
within a corresponding morphic field.

If this thought, feeling, or emotion is a morphic unit of love and collaboration, with
compassion, then morphic fields of love, collaboration, and compassion will become
stronger. As they become stronger, they become increasingly more habitual and probable
and more readily available for others to resonate with them too.

In addition, as we consistently resonate in heart-centered fields that follow the principles
of love's symmetry, this changes up the distortions in the very fields of surrogate power
we want to change.

Every individual can change up a morphic field imprint not by fighting it or trying to
change it. Rather, change can occur by resonating in the heart of integrity and making
congruent choices that reflect proportional unity. - Pgs 161-162

Concrescence for humanity is possible through the art of letting go. By letting go of
preconceived ideas, limiting reality constructs, and rigid notions of reality, we open into
the realm of curiosity and creativity where anything can happen. We transform our



placeholders to graceholders.

By living in our hearts and applying Fluid Boundaries to what appears to be happening,
we can move into the gap of the unknown to make new collective heart-prints. There is
not just one way to move forward. - Pg 173

Human nature is to look to past experiences to create future expectations. We think
things will be a certain way because that is the way they were before. The presence of
the past creates the future.

But concrescence integrates past experiences not as predictions of the future but as
references only to catalyze new potentials, new probabilities, new creative expressions.
Many existing perspectives and models working together will build concrescence.

Consider that concrescence is already occurring in many paradigms when viewed from a
heart-centered, vertical perspective. None of the models are absolutely true, but all of the
models are relatively true for the scale they are describing.... - Pg 174

A true Theory of Everything would possibly include all theories, as there is not one
ultimate reality. All realities are a matter of scale, or, more simply, a matter of perspective.
Each model describes the respective dimension it is observing.

Consider that the evolution of physics and science may simply be an evolution of our
perspectives based on scales. Current research builds on and is a logical extension of
what is previously known.

Current research comes from the past and is based on measurable observations.

Aspects of string theory known as super-symmetry and Brane models seem to hold the
most promise of being able to build on what is already known and linking to the unknown.

However, none of these models can get there alone. They rely on a delicate balance
between what has been discovered in the past (predictability) and the unexplained
mysteries of the universe (probability). - Pg 175

Consider that that hidden fifth dimension, too small to measure and too vast to quantify,
can possibly be found without measuring devices and mathematical computations. The
hidden dimension is found in the field of the heart.

The field of the heart is the gateway to infinite potential and infinite expression, as well as



infinite dimensions, beyond the realities we can see and measure into the realm of the
unknown. The heart-field is where predictability meets boundless possibility.

The heart-field is the timeless transformative treasure that moves us beyond past
experiential patterns of linear time into the holofractal realm of new patterned potentials;
we are able to move up, down, right, and left, any which way in all dimensions,
esoterically and practically, for they are one and the same from the field of the heart.
Vertical and horizontal awareness meets perpendicular planes of possibilities
simultaneously. - Pg 177


